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These two volumes represent the latest refinement of the theory and practice of Anna
Wierzbicka’s Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) framework, which she and a stea-
dily growing number of proponents have been developing over the last 30 years or so.
In a way, this collection could be regarded as a 30th-anniversary Festschrift for the lingua
mentalis, marking what has been achieved since the publication of Wierzbicka’s Semantic

Primitives in 1972.
There is much to celebrate. The NSM approach, which assumes that the fundamental

starting point and differentia specifica of human language is meaning, contrasts sharply
with the doctrines and practices of Noam Chomsky’s school. Chomsky, reared within
the behaviorist mindset, stood the science of language on its head by turning it into a
pseudo-mathematical game of a priori category assignment to variables subject to mech-
anistic rules of substitution and permutation (‘‘syntax’’), where meaning is allotted the
marginal role of an a posteriori interpretation after all of the prescribed manipulations
have been performed. The chief absurdity of this consists in working out the details of
labeling for, and then manipulating, items unknown for reasons unknown. The whole
Chomskyan enterprise has been sustained only by the fact that the manipulators them-
selves actually do implicitly know the ‘‘terminal’’ items and their raison d’être, assume that
their readers know them, too, and so can play their tightly regulated games pretending that
it was not meaning in the first place that made their games at all possible. Excitingly for his
adepts and for many lay bystanders, but absurdly to a growing number of those familiar
with a variety of languages and approaches, Chomsky has claimed the constraints and
procedures of his formalisms to be identical with the very workings of the human
‘‘mind/brain’’ (as this construct is known in his writings). Chomsky’s meaning-less bent
has persisted through all the avatars of his speculation, from Syntactic Structures, through
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EST and GB, to the ‘‘Minimalist’’ phase. Even his recent attempts to fit the human faculty
of language into an evolutionary framework describe human language as ‘‘the abstract lin-
guistic computational system alone’’ (Hauser, 2002, p. 1571a). He and his collaborators
merely acknowledge that ‘‘[t]here is also a long tradition holding that the conceptual-
intentional systems are an intrinsic part of language. . .’’ (Hauser, 2002, p. 1571a).
Chomskyan linguistics is the complete antithesis of that long tradition.

Anna Wierzbicka has meanwhile been working to set linguistics back on its feet—and
back into the realm of sense and reason. Recognizing at the outset that the reason why
humans use language is to convey meaning to each other (and to themselves, in feedback
and clarification), meaning that, far from being intangible and ‘‘fuzzy,’’ is minute by min-
ute all across the human world made clearly evident both by intra-linguistic paraphrase
and by inter-linguistic translation—Wierzbicka came up with a set of testable proposals:
(1) to identify, by means of plain-word definition, the basic meanings (semantic primes)
that find expression in every single language on earth; (2) to describe these semantic primes
together with their combinatorial properties as the fundamental core of each language and
therefore of all human languages, i.e., of human language in general; (3) to regard these as
the elements of the universal theory of language and to use them in the explication of indi-
vidual language texts and in the construction of individual language descriptions.

The particular goal of this two-volume collection of studies, consisting of two theoret-
ical chapters each (two opening and two concluding the collection) and six individual-lan-
guage studies, is to demonstrate, on the material of detailed case studies of different
languages—Malay (Cliff Goddard), Spanish (Catherine Travis), Mandarin Chinese (Hil-
ary Chappell) in vol. 1, Mangaaba-Mbula (Robert D. Bugenhagen), Polish (Anna Wierzb-
icka), and Lao (N.J. Enfield) in vol. 2—that the essential properties of individual-language
semantic-prime cores are indeed universal and isomorphic for all human languages, and
thus ‘‘to lay the foundations for an integrated, semantically-based approach to universal
grammar and linguistic typology’’ (vol. 1, p. 3). These semantic foundations, in the form of
the semantic primes and their combinatorial properties, are comparable to the chemical
elements in the periodic table (see vol. 2, p. 315, for an overt use of this apt simile in God-
dard’s concluding chapter); based on these, the ‘‘composition’’ and structures of languages
can be adequately described.

The collection is prefaced with a programmatic summary (vol. 1, ‘‘Opening Statement’’,
pp. 1–3) by Goddard and Wierzbicka, which accurately diagnoses the underdeveloped
state of semantics and its cause, the ‘‘anti-semantic turn’’ taken by Bloomfield (and, note,
by Bloomfield’s disciple Zellig Harris, Chomsky’s teacher) and continued by Chomsky,
and outlines the remedy contained in the NSM framework: ‘‘By using universal semantic
primes as a vocabulary for semantic description we can achieve semantic analyses which
are maximally intelligible, testable, and intertranslatable, as well as enabling the maximum
possible resolution of semantic analysis’’ (vol. 1, p. 2). The main theoretical claim of the
book, announced in its title, is also set forth here: ‘‘[U]niversal semantic primes have an
inherent grammar which is the same in all languages. (. . .) For example, the prime SAY

is postulated to allow, universally, valency options of ‘‘addressee’’ and ‘‘locutionary
topic’’, so that one can express, in any language, meanings equivalent to ‘X said something
to Y’, and ‘X said something about Z’ (notwithstanding that the formal marking of these
valency options will vary from language to language). (. . .) [T]he grammar of semantic
primes in any language represents a ‘core grammar’ of that language. (. . .) [T]he goal of
this set of studies is to establish empirically that there is a universal core of grammar which
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is based on—indeed, inseparable from—meaning, and in this way to lay the foundations
for an integrated, semantically-based approach to universal grammar and linguistic typol-
ogy’’ (vol. 1, p. 2f.). The collection achieves this goal admirably.

The first two chapters (‘‘The search for the shared semantic core of all languages’’ by
Goddard and ‘‘Semantic primes and universal grammar’’ by Goddard and Wierzbicka)
and the last but one (‘‘Semantic primes and linguistic typology’’ by Wierzbicka) are of
great importance. Chapter 1 describes the foundations of the NSM framework. All words
of any language can, in a non-circular fashion, be defined by means of other words until
one arrives at a basic minimum of words and of principles governing their combination
which cannot be defined any further. This basic ‘‘mini-language’’, attained by trial and
error, consists of the core list of ‘‘semantic primes’’ with their combination principles.
Importantly, these primes are not some a priori posited entities, such as binary semantic
features or logical conditions, but words of the ordinary language in question, e.g., THING,
DO, BECAUSE, GOOD. While it is true that no one can prove that any word is indefinable, one
can and should ‘‘establish that all apparent avenues for reducing it to combinations of
other elements have proved to be dead-ends’’ (p. 13). It is not enough merely to state
(Chomsky, 1987, p. 21), that ‘‘[a]nyone who has attempted to define a word precisely
knows that this is an extremely difficult matter, involving intricate and complex proper-
ties’’, and stop at that, as Chomsky has done. Goddard gives several examples of adequate
word definitions in terms of semantic primes, and gives the reader a synopsis of the many
studies that demonstrate how semantic-core mini-languages have been experimentally
obtained on the material of languages such as Acehnese, Arrernte, Ewe, French, Japanese,
Kalam, Kayardild, Longgu, Mandarin Chinese, Mangaaba-Mbula, Samoan, Thai, Yank-
unytjatjara, and many more (a complete list of studies up to the publication under review
is given on p. 12).

The experimentally identified semantic primes (p. 14), in small capital letters, include
‘‘substantives’’ I, YOU, SOMEONE/PERSON/WHO, PEOPLE, SOMETHING/THING/WHAT, BODY,
‘‘determiners’’ THIS, SAME, OTHER, ‘‘quantifiers’’ ONE, TWO, SOME, ALL, MANY/MUCH, ‘‘evalu-
ators’’ GOOD, BAD, ‘‘descriptors’’ BIG, SMALL, LONG, an ‘‘intensifier’’ VERY, ‘‘mental predi-
cates’’ THINK, KNOW, WANT, FEEL, SEE, HEAR, ‘‘speech’’ concepts SAY, WORD, TRUE,
‘‘actions,’’ ‘‘events,’’ and ‘‘movement’’ concepts DO, HAPPEN, MOVE, ‘‘existence’’ and ‘‘pos-
session’’ concepts THERE IS, HAVE, ‘‘life’’ and ‘‘death’’ concepts LIVE, DIE, ‘‘time’’ concepts
WHEN/TIME, NOW, BEFORE, AFTER, A LONG TIME, A SHORT TIME, FOR SOME TIME, MOMENT,
‘‘space’’ concepts WHERE/PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR, NEAR, SIDE, INSIDE, TOUCHING, ‘‘log-
ical’’ concepts NOT, MAYBE, CAN, BECAUSE, IF, an ‘‘augmentor’’ MORE, ‘‘taxonomy’’ and ‘‘par-
tonomy’’ concepts (KIND OF, PART OF), and a ‘‘similarity’’ concept LIKE. Each of the primes
represents one meaning only (a single lexical unit) unlike the corresponding ordinary Eng-
lish words.

The status of the subcategories into which the primes are subdivided deserves, I believe,
further reflection. Labels such as ‘‘actions, events, and movement’’, ‘‘life and death’’,
‘‘existence and possession’’, ‘‘partonomy (‘meronomy’ would be a better-formed term),
taxonomy’’, and ‘‘augmentor’’ are no more categorial than the primes themselves, while
‘‘substantives’’, unlike the rest of the semantic labels, smacks of morphological residue.
This classification can be streamlined, along the lines of Chapter 2, co-authored by God-
dard and Wierzbicka, in which determiners and quantifiers are joined as ‘‘specifiers’’ (vol.
1, pp. 47–51) while DO, HAPPEN, MOVE, LIVE, DIE, THERE IS/EXIST, HAVE/BELONG, SOMEWHERE,

HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, INSIDE, ON (ONE) SIDE, KNOW, THINK, SAY, WANT, SEE, HEAR, FEEL, and GOOD
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are all discussed as ‘‘predicates and predicate phrases’’; BAD, BIG, SMALL, and LONG should
also be included in this category. ‘‘Locational adjuncts’’ should stay classified as predi-
cates, while ‘‘temporal adjuncts’’ (time concepts) should join VERY, MORE, MAYBE, NOT,

CAN, IF, BECAUSE, and LIKE as ‘‘adjuncts,’’ since each of them is used exclusively to modify
other primes (predicates and substantives) or prime clauses. These three categories—sub-
stantives (I prefer the Aristotelian term ‘‘subjects’’ because it is devoid of morphological
connotations), predicates, and adjuncts—would thus constitute the universal semantic
functions performed by the semantic primes.

Each prime is provided with ‘‘a set of ‘canonical contexts’ in which it can occur; that is,
a set of sentences or sentence fragments exemplifying grammatical (combinatorial) con-
texts for each prime’’ (vol. 1, p. 14). In this way the lexical unit equal to the semantic prime
is clearly identified. For example, English feel is polysemous (cf. (1) ‘to feel sad’, (2) ‘to feel
someone’s pulse’, (3) ‘to feel that something is a good idea’), but the prime FEEL with its
canonical context (e.g., ‘When this happened, I felt something good’) has the one and only
meaning.

A semantic prime may be expressed by a single word which need not be morphologi-
cally simple (like SOMEONE from some + one); it may consist of several words (A LONG TIME

corresponding to Russian DOLGO where it is a single word) or it may be a grammatical
morpheme (e.g., Yankunytjatjara suffix -nguru ‘away from’ expressing the prime
BECAUSE). Exponents of semantic primes in different languages may belong to different
word classes or parts of speech. After all, it is not the forms or their language-specific
properties that the semantic primes identify, but the meanings.

The core language of the semantic primes is, emphatically, a fragment of the natural
language in question (English, Malay, Mandarin Chinese, Polish, etc.), and it is for that
reason that the NSM theorists believe that each NSM must accommodate some of the var-
iation observed in its corresponding natural language (see p. 31). This variation features
allolexy (a term well-known at least since Wierzbicka, 1996), a label which admits, for
example, into the English NSM paradigmatic variants such as I and me or see and saw,
to ensure the clarity of NSM phrases such as SOMEONE SAW ME BEFORE NOW by avoiding
the more awkward and also potentially misleading SOMEONE SEE I BEFORE NOW. Those
who worry about such concessions to ‘‘good English’’ the rationale for which has been
clearly explained by the NSM theorists, misunderstand the superficial nature of allolexy.
Clearly, such worriers have been programmed by the formalist pseudo-rigor, a bad habit
among linguists since the behaviorist 1920s. I hope, however, that when the universality of
NSM gains sufficient currency, the established semantic primes, in addition to the natural
semantic metalanguages, will be expressed in a relatively neutral metalanguage such as
Esperanto (following the brilliant example of Tesnière, 1966) or simplified Latin (honoring
Leibniz, the early modern father of lingua mentalis), where allolexy can easily be dispensed
with. This universal semantic metalanguage, or USM, would be readily convertible into
any NSM and vice versa, and serve as the perfect manifestation of the ‘‘one form, one
meaning’’ standard.

The other side of this cosmetic problem for the NSM, pointed out by some critics, is the
non-compositional polysemy, or motivated homonymy, of several semantic primes (p. 26
f.). In some NSMs, two primes may be expressed by one. The fact that these are two
primes and not one, illustrated by Goddard with examples from Yankunytjatjara, Kalam,
Bunuba, Acehnese, and Mangaaba-Mbula, is indicated by the differences in combinatorial
properties of the primes in question. An example sometimes given, closer to home, is
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German wenn, which on the face of it corresponds to both IF and WHEN. The apparent
problem does fall away immediately, though, as we recall that German possesses a com-
pletely unambiguous correlate of IF in falls (and thus the corresponding German prime
should be written as FALLS, to distinguish it from WENN = WHEN, for which disambiguating
canonical contexts will of course be given); WENN in turn is supported, in certain contexts,
by its allolex da (e.g., Dann folgen die Jahre, da gilt [der Wald] als Umschlagplatz f €ur heim-

liche Zärtlichkeiten ‘Then follow the years when [the woods] serve as a point of transfer for
secret caresses’. (Kästner, 1959 (1935), p. 238)). When wenn cannot be substituted with
falls (as in unreal hypotheticals such as Wenn ich hätte Zeit, käme ich mit ‘If I’d had time
I would have come along’), it has combinatory properties that clearly distinguish it as an
exponent of IF and not WHEN. Naı̈ve native speakers of German who use English when

when if would be required do so only because wenn and when are virtually identical,
not because they fail to distinguish between WENN (=WHEN) and FALLS (=IF). And, as I have
already pointed out, non-compositional polysemy also falls away in the USM.

What the authors have not explicitly recognized yet is that the exponents of meanings,
with all the issues of form such as allolexy, homonymy, ‘‘morphological’’ complexity, and
portmanteau properties, are the results of historical processes. (But cf. an implicit recog-
nition of the relevance of language history in discussions such as Wierzbicka’s contrasting
Shakespearean and contemporary English in her discussion of person, vol. 2, p. 70 ff.). For
example, someone is really a result of morphological and semantic change and not at all a
mere addition of some + one (cf. vol. 1, p. 15). In the same fashion, Russian dolgij, of
which dolgo ‘a long time’ is an allolex, is a result of semantic change: it started out meaning
‘long’ in space and only later became restricted to its current temporal meaning. It is also
quite likely that the Yankunytjatjara ablative suffix -nguru developed its meaning ‘because’
metaphorically based on its spatial meaning. The NSM framework has been quite unhis-
torical (‘‘synchronic’’) in its approach, reflecting its origin in the 20th century’s descriptive
bias and concerns. But history is nothing more than the story of how a particular language
(or group of languages, if the history’s scope is comparative) ‘‘worked’’ for a relatively
long time. Understanding the rise of allolexy, polysemy, and other such messy phenomena
as due to historical accidents that have no semantic substance whatsoever should help to
‘‘clean up’’ the mess in the ideal neutral USM which I have proposed. History is, essen-
tially, the language scientist’s true equivalent of the natural scientist’s laboratory. In his-
tory, i.e., in a span of time over a span of space, sense-bearing forms are tested for
endurance: put together and taken apart, ‘‘bleached’’, ‘‘enriched’’, ‘‘bled’’, ‘‘merged’’,
‘‘split’’, and otherwise transfigured. It is also where they are made in the first place. (This
is the one area of language science where mathematics—specifically, geometric topology
which studies identity-preserving deformations—could be a genuine and non-trivial ally;
see Ščur, 1974.)

In the case of the semantic primes obtained through NSM research, history is particu-
larly valuable. Besides revealing the accidental nature of residual morphological phenom-
ena such as allolexy, it also shows that many of the exponents of the prime meanings have
been particularly resistant to change over many thousands of years. These exponents
appear on a list of core vocabulary compiled independently in a very different field of
empirical investigation, that of comparative-historical language studies, in order to estab-
lish, and then to test the extent of, the ‘‘genetic’’ relationships of languages. The great
value of this word list consists in the fact that the exponents of these meanings are formally
so similar in the compared languages that there obtain regular sound correspondences
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between the compared exponents such that chance coincidence is unlikely—provided the
meanings are identical or plainly (i.e., metaphorically or metonymically) related—and
then the common origin is inferred. The words on this list have been collected and tested
by different hands and in many different language fields, systematically at least since
Dante’s observations on Romance vocabulary in De vulgari eloquentia (ca. 1302), and over
the last 50 years or so have distilled to 100 basic words which exhibit the greatest resistance
to replacement. On the basis of this list and several expanded versions of it, a mathemat-
ical model has been developed (Swadesh, 1952, 1955) which forms the core of glottochro-
nology (itself a part of the broader discipline of lexicostatistics). The partisans of
glottochronology claim that it is capable of determining when a language split into two
related languages, based on the constant rate of the replacement of words on this basic
vocabulary short list (see Anttila, 1972, pp. 395–398, and esp. Dyen, 1973 for a compre-
hensive discussion of the question). There has been a great deal of controversy as to
whether the methods used are legitimate (see Searls (2003) and Gray and Atkinson
(2003) for a recent revival of interest in and a controversial application of glottochronol-
ogy). The apparent lack of any rationale for the constant rate of replacement has been a
particularly serious objection to the validity of glottochronology.

What has been virtually uncontroversial, however, is the recognition by practicing his-
torical linguists that the words on the list are, in some sense, indeed basic. The sense in
which they are basic is that, over the entire human-inhabited territory of our planet and
in some well-attested cases over several thousands of years (cf. the earliest written records
for Sumerian, Egyptian, Assyrian, Hittite, and Chinese), ‘‘retrojected’’ by reconstructive
inference even farther into the past, these words have been empirically established as pres-
ent in a vast number of human languages.

As per one such well-tested list (the 110 list, a modified version of the original list tested
on the material of Altaic plus Japanese and Korean in Starostin, 1991), these words, in
alphabetical order, are as follows: ALL, ashes, bark, belly, BIG, bird, bite, black, blood,
bone, breast, burn (tr.), claw, cloud, cold, come, DIE, dog, drink, dry, ear, earth, eat,
egg, eye, FAR, fat (n.), feather, fire, fish, fly (v.), foot, full, give, GOOD, green, hair, hand,
head, HEAR, heart, heavy, horn, I, kill, knee, KNOW, leaf, lie (down), liver, LONG, louse,
man, MANY, meat, moon, mountain, mouth, name, NEAR, new, night, nose, NOT, ONE, PER-

SON, rain, red, road, root, round, salt, sand, SEE, seed, SHORT, sit, skin, sleep, SMALL, smoke,
snake, stand, stone, sun, swim, tail, that, thin, THIS, THOU, tongue, tooth, tree, TWO, walk
(MOVE), warm, water, we, WHAT, white, WHO, wind, woman, worm, year, yellow.

If we include the words name and year which in many of the languages are actually
allolexes of the primes WORD and TIME (in the same way as WHO and PERSON, WHAT and
THING are allolexes, all appearing as separate items on the list) the percentage of semantic
primes among the core vocabulary items amounts to nearly 22%. The longer list (an
expanded 206-word list; see Dyen, 1973, 38 f.) includes also the exponents of the primes
BAD, IF, LIVE, OTHER, SAY, WHERE (but also many others, such as five or husband that are
of an obviously much less universal distribution and do not appear among the semantic
primes).

It is significant that the logically related pairs such as LONG/SHORT, BIG/SMALL are
expressed in the historical-comparative core word list by means of separate items, just
as they are in the NSM, and cannot be reduced to just one item in a pair. This illustrates
well the fundamental difference between the a posteriori sampling methodology inherent in
the procedure of both the NSM analysis and language comparison on the one hand and
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the a priori reductionist methodology inherent in the quasi-mathematical procedure of
componential analysis and other logic-based approaches to natural language on the other
hand. But the fact that the core meanings established through the NSM analysis and the
ones obtained independently through historical-comparative research coincide to such a
considerable extent does independently corroborate the accuracy of the postulated seman-
tic primes. The fact that most words on the historical-comparative core list do not occur
among the semantic primes—words such as fire, water, louse, snake, bird—is due to the
fact that the historical-comparative list has been compiled largely on the basis of data from
language families that happen to share many fundamental cultural-vocabulary items
(Indo-European, Afro-Asiatic, Uralic, Altaic, Kartvelian, and Dravidian languages) that
are less than universal but instead represent a certain shared level of intellectual, technical,
and environmental ‘‘articulation’’ (such that the meanings ‘fire’, ‘water’, ‘tree’, ‘bird’, and
the like, are identified and expressed), while the very focus of the NSM is its perfect uni-
versality, owing to which no specific shared level of articulation can be assumed other than
the shared humanity (to the extent that ‘fire’, ‘water’, etc., may well, and actually do, have
no exponents in some languages). It is all the more striking that so many items on both
core word lists are identical, and this fact testifies powerfully in favor of the universality
of the semantic primes in question.

Compared with previous publications on the NSM framework, a great deal of attention
in this collection is devoted to the syntax and the textual structure of NSM canonical con-
texts and explications. This should satisfy those who are bothered by the ‘‘wordiness’’ of
NSM explications and by the absence of the ‘‘trees’’ and ‘‘bracketings’’ to which linguists
have become increasingly addicted over the last 70 years or so. Goddard and Wierzbicka
show (vol. 1, p. 80) that a computer would recognize their unpretentious conventions eas-
ily, be they line breaks or slashes, indentations or double slashes, simple sequence, or angle
brackets. ‘‘Do facts like these indicate anything about the nature of human language?’’ the
authors pertinently ask. ‘‘In particular, that there is a spatial-iconic dimension to semantic
structure [represented by line breaks and indentations in NSM explications—A.L.]? Or are
they simply epiphenomena associated with the technology and conventions of writing?
(. . .) For the time being, we are going to continue to use spacing, indentation, and other
‘natural’ (iconic) devices, and leave open the question of their deeper significance (if any)’’
(vol. 1, p. 81). This reviewer heartily concurs with the authors’ undogmatic approach to
linguistic formalisms, and welcomes the intuitive simplicity of the spatial-iconic devices
such as line breaks and indentation. The contribution of the various Chomskyan formal-
isms and devices (such as ‘‘equi-deletion’’ or ‘‘affix hopping’’ or ‘‘subject raising’’ or
‘‘Move a’’) to our understanding of the workings of language has been completely irrele-
vant in any practical applications, whether in computers or in genetics. On the other hand,
the most fruitful formalism has been George Boole’s elementary algebraic notation, in
which the order of substantive and attribute is indifferent (xy or yx) and any subject
and predicate combination is expressed by x = y, where x is the subject and = is the pred-
icative relation such as ‘is’ followed by the variable expressing the rest of the predicate
(Boole, 1854, pp. 24–38). In a semantic metalanguage, the formal elements must be the
simplest and most intuitive possible—that is, spatial-iconic. On the universal semantic
level, such variable elements of the surface as linear order and sound sequence must be
completely irrelevant (cf. Boole’s insight just mentioned). For these reasons, I cannot be
enthusiastic about N.J. Enfield’s call for a ‘‘‘formalisation’ of the NSM’’ (vol. 2, p.
246), unless it serves to enforce the one-to-one correspondence of prime to meaning and
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so to eliminate allolexy, non-compositional polysemy, and portmanteaux. No attempt to
‘‘demonstrate to formal semanticists in terms they can understand (. . .) that a true formal
metalanguage can be based on maximally natural categories’’ (Boole, 1854, pp. 24–38) is
worth the pains because the starting assumptions and frames of reference of a ‘‘formalist’’
and those of a ‘‘natural sense maker’’ (as I decipher NSM here) are radically different.
Besides, a computer can easily be taught to recognize line breaks, spacings, and indenta-
tions or any other conventions if consistently used. And all that the non-initiates need to
do is read this review and then go directly to the collection and the other writings by Wie-
rzbicka, Goddard, and their colleagues, and they will be quickly initiated into the very sen-
sible and simple—because intuitive—devices used in the NSM framework.

The way syntax is handled in the NSM is also simple and intuitive. Just as with the
canonical contexts, the basic unit of NSM syntax is a canonical clause consisting of a min-
imal substantive (I would prefer the traditional and—importantly—morphologically non-
committal term ‘‘subject’’) and a minimal predicate (that which is said about the subject),
such as the following:
Something happened.
I laughed.
‘‘A substantive phrase is, essentially, a word or group of words which can be substituted
for the ‘minimal substantive part’ (e.g. for the words something. . ., I. . . in [the] exemplar
sentences. . .). A predicate phrase is, essentially, a word or group of words which can be
substituted for the ‘minimal predicate part’ (e.g. for the words. . . happened. . ., laughed. . .
in the exemplar sentences. . .) [T]he notions of substantive phrase and predicate phrase
defined in this way differ from the widely used notions ‘noun-phrase’ and ‘verb-phrase’
in not presupposing the universality of nouns and verbs’’ (vol. 1, p. 43). A ‘‘sentence’’,
while not basic or universal as WORDS that PEOPLE SAY, can be defined by using the concepts
that are: ‘‘a sentence is something that one can say and with which one can say ‘something
about something’.’’ (vol. 2, p. 264). This means that, in sentences such as
These two people know something,
these two people is a substantive phrase because it can be substituted for the minimal sub-
stantive part in the exemplar sentences, while know something is a predicate phrase because
it replaces the minimal predicate part in those sentences.

The next set of problems comes with the treatment of the complements (valencies) that
predicates may include. In the NSM framework, these ‘‘valency options’’ are handled
purely in terms of canonical contexts, or exemplars, which make these valency options
clear and thus obviate any need for the terms such as ‘‘agent,’’ ‘‘patient,’’ ‘‘comitative,’’
and ‘‘instrument,’’ which retain too much syncretism from their morphological case-form
counterparts to serve as sufficiently fine semantic tools, to say nothing of the semantically
unsatisfactory—because too crude—term ‘‘participant’’ (cf. Anna is writing this chapter,
where Anna and this chapter would be equally called ‘‘participants’’ of the situation
described by is writing—a patently false generalization, semantically, since this chapter

is just being written into existence by Anna, the only actual participant, while this chapter
does not participate in the writing in any way consistent with the sense of the term as
applied to Anna). ‘‘The use of universal semantic primes forces us to be a little more pre-
cise and explicit,’’ Wierzbicka rightly writes (vol. 2, p. 266). She highlights this with a
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discussion of the ‘‘patient’’ valency which must distinguish at the very least between inan-
imate and animate ‘‘patients,’’ as many languages formally do. The primes SOMETHING and
SOMEONE make this distinction in the NSM exemplars with DO: ‘‘someone did something to
something’’ vs. ‘‘someone did something to another person’’ (see vol. 2, pp. 266–281, for
an excellent discussion of ‘‘transitivity’’ and other issues connected to predicate ‘‘valen-
cies’’). The treatment of valencies, or ‘‘deep cases,’’ shows convincingly that these notions
do not belong to the universal semantic metalanguage and that superficial phenomena
such as case forms are adequately explicated by semantic ‘‘prototypes’’ such as the follow-
ing (vol. 2, p. 280 f.):
‘‘locative’’:
something happened in this place (LOC)
illustrated, e.g., with the Russian sentence
Čto-to
 po�seveliloś v _etom
 uglu.
something.NOM moved
 in this.LOC corner.LOC
‘Something moved in this corner.’
‘‘dative’’:
someone did something to something
because this person wanted another person (DAT) to have this thing
after this person did this, this other person had this thing
illustrated with the Russian
Maria
 dala Ivanu
 _etu
 knigu.

Maria.NOM
 gave Ivan.DAT
 this.ACC
 book.ACC
‘Maria gave this book to Ivan’.
‘‘genitive’’:
something
someone (GEN) has this something
cf. the Russian
kniga
 Ivana
book.NOM
 Ivan.GEN
‘Ivan’s book’ (Ivan has this book, or: this book belongs to Ivan)
Wierzbicka’s treatment of sentence types (declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory) in terms of expansions of the primes (NOT) KNOW, (NOT) WANT, and FEEL, is
promising in being able to explain the peculiarities of imperatives and interrogatives in
a variety of languages (see English, Russian, Blackfoot, and German phenomena men-
tioned on pp. 283–285, vol. 2). The facts that interrogative and indefinite pronouns were
originally identical in many languages, for example in Indo-Hittite (e.g., Hittite kwis,
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Greek si1, Latin quis ‘who/someone’, Hittite kwit, Greek si, Latin quid ‘what/something’,
etc.) and Semitic (e.g., Arabic m�a ‘what/some(thing)’), that indefinite pronouns developed
separately and independently in later periods, while in certain contexts the identity of
interrogative and indefinite pronouns still persists even in languages that developed special
indefinite forms (cf. German was ‘something’ in e.g. Das ist ja ganz was anderes ‘This is,
you see, something quite different’) supports the analysis of interrogatives as ‘I don’t know
the thing. . .’, ‘I don’t know the person. . .’, and the like. Further, when Wierzbicka focuses
on relative clauses (vol. 2, pp. 289–293) and concludes, after a convincing discussion, that
‘‘[i]t is far from clear that ‘relative clauses’ can be regarded as an integral part of universal
grammar’’ (p. 292), language history and comparison also confirms the fact that relative
clauses developed relatively late in the syntactic history of individual languages and use
a variety of devices to mark them, while more colloquial registers do quite well without
relative clauses altogether (see Wierzbicka’s own examples from older Polish, p. 292).

Significantly, NSM analysis reflects what is known about the development of relative
clauses in individual languages. It is interesting that relative pronouns in Indo-European
languages are for the most part identical with interrogative/indefinite pronouns, and Wie-
rzbicka’s conclusion about complement clauses, namely, that they ‘‘can be defined as
‘SOMETHING-clauses’, that is as clauses (sentence-like groups of words) which can be substi-
tuted in a sentence for the word SOMETHING’’ (vol. 2, p. 287) corresponds to the origins of
relative pronouns in some of the languages (e.g., Russian Ja znaju, čto on prišel ‘I know
that he has come’, where the relative pronoun čto ‘what/something’ corresponds to the
NSM analysis along the lines of ‘‘I KNOW SOMETHING: he has come’’). An alternative
NSM analysis—‘I KNOW THIS: he has come’—is reflected in the Germanic use of the demon-
strative that (=German dab) as a relative pronoun; cf. another semantic-prime alternative,
‘I KNOW: he has come’, with no marker for the SOMETHING-clause, whose exponents are Eng-
lish I know he has come, Danish Jeg ved, han er kommet, Russian (colloq.) Ja znaju—on

prišel (cf. Ja znaju—gorod budet ‘I know that there will be a city’ [Mayakovsky]). The
semantic prime analyses consistently provide fruitful avenues for explication and explana-
tion of a variety of grammatical phenomena, both synchronic and diachronic.

The individual language sketches in the book account for most of the ‘‘empirical find-
ings’’ announced in the subtitle and, as illustrations of the theory, are very important.
They, and the two appended texts in the English-based NSM translated into each of the
six languages under consideration, clearly demonstrate the great practical value of the
semantic primes. Each of the NSM sketches, thanks to the compact yet simultaneously
wide and deep-trawling ‘‘net’’ the primes cast over a language, is a very detailed and
engaging portrait of the language in question. I hope that in the future such descriptive
essays will go even further in utilizing the great explanatory potential of NSM tools.
One of the important future tasks for NSM explorers is to examine their use of main-
stream linguistic notions, in order to make sure they are doing justice to the NSM frame-
work which can handle many individual-language phenomena a lot better than some
familiar mainstream contraptions do. For example, Goddard (vol. 1, p. 101) and Chappell
(p. 269) fall back on transformationalist terminology (‘‘equi’’), either out of habit or as a
short-cut concession to Chomskyan parlance (Wierzbicka, 1996, p. 119 is seen doing this),
but this practice needs to be conscientiously and fully rethought in terms of NSM theory
which gives us truly realistic tools, as against the Chomskyan ‘‘nominalistic’’ ones, for
handling any ‘‘content’’-oriented task. It is important to become aware, at last, of the fact
that a sentence such as You want to say something is not a result of the mechanical ‘‘dele-
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tion’’ in its posited ‘‘deep structure’’, performed, basically, in order to maintain uniformity
in ‘‘deep-structure’’ representations, but an English-specific exposition of the universal
meaning ‘you want to say something now’, where ‘want’ is a predicative which must have
a predicative complement (see Wierzbicka, 1996, p. 119)—‘say’ as it happens, with its com-
plement and with no person specified, while ‘‘to’’ is purely cosmetic (English-specific) and
would be dispensed with in the neutral lingua mentalis, or USM, which I advocate (cf.,
e.g., Mandarin Chinese nǐ yào shu�o shénme, lit. ‘‘YOU WANT SAY SOMETHING’’, which comes
close). Compare this with You want me to say something. Here, again, there is no ‘‘raising’’
of anything, but an English-specific exposition of what appears in, e.g., Mandarin Chinese,
prime for prime except for the time prime, as nǐ yào wǒ shu�o shénme, lit. ‘‘YOU WANT I SAY

SOMETHING’’.
The work collected in the two volumes bears all the marks of a vibrant and fruitful

research program well under way, with plenty of promise and much exciting work yet
to be done. I heartily agree with Cliff Goddard’s assessment that concludes the collection:
‘‘As the discovery of the chemical elements and of their basic combinatorial properties
opened new vistas for chemistry, so it can be expected that comprehensive description
of the natural semantic metalanguage will open new vistas for the study of language,
thought and culture’’ (vol. 2, p. 315). While many details remain to be worked out, the
collection, essentially, points and leads the way for the science of language in the 21st
century.
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